Mold Service Offer
FORMY TACHOV – SERVICE will ensure operating ability and productivity of your injection
moulds, compression moulds and foaming tools regardless tool producer and place of
produce.
With our highly qualified team of toolmakers, we are able to provide the following services
in compliance with ISO 9001:2008 for injection, press, plastic-foaming and other types of
moulds up to 20 tons of total weight.
- repairs, reconstructions and shape modifications
- major overhauls
- operational – emergency repairs
- laserwelding and microwelding
- mould maintenance
- production of spare parts
FT service team has a service vehicle and provides both emergency and “24/7”services.
Typically, we provide and ensure the following services:
- CAD/CAM preparatory works, mould-flow analyses
- laser-/micro- welding, argon welding, at customer´s place if requested,
mobile laser available
- damaged pattern repairs and sand-blowing /cooperation with PLASTON Lebeda&syn ltd.,
Eschmann, Standex/
- mould modifications and extern tool-shops mould launching /China, Italy, Portugal,
Germany etc./
- We offer spare parts production including processing 2D/3D documentation.
- All machining operations such as milling, turning, flat and round grinding are short-term.
- mould repairs and shape modifications, sparking and/or wire cutting using our own
machines, as well as highly advanced machinery for manufacture of new moulds
/5x 5-axis mill, 3x electric discharge machine,2x wire-cut machine/
- CAD and CAM department /Catia V5, ZW3D/
- We provide repairs and shape descriptions /engraving, etching/.
- mould fitting on spotting presses, removing flashes in split lines
- tool support by implementing new moulds into production /welding, fitting,
maintenance/
- checking functionality and repairs of hydraulic systems
- chemical treatment of cooling systems, cleaning moulds using an ultrasonic washing
device
- measuring cooling system flow rates; pressure testing to detect leakage, inserting pipes
to repair cooling
- We offer hardening and other surface modifications.
- photo documentation of repair procedures
- sampling on injection machines, IR-thermography of products/moulds
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If you would like to contact our service department directly, please address your inquiries
to:
e-mail: spacek@formy.cz

tel. : +420 724 929 687, +420 374 218 495

Further details about FT at www.formy.cz
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